Abstract -We introduce the class of periodic-finitetype (PFT) shift spaces. They are the subclass of shift spaces defined by a finite set of periodically forbidden words. Examples of PFT shifts arise naturally in the context of distance-enhancing codes for partialresponse channels. We show that the set of PFT shift spaces properly contains the set of finite-type shift spaces and is properly contained in the set of almostfinite-type shift spaces. We prove several properties of labeled graphs that present PFT shifts. For a given PFT shift space, we identify a finite set of forbidden words -referred to as "periodic first offenders" -that define the shift space and that satisfy certain minimality properties. Finally, we present an efficient algorithm for constructing labeled graphs that present PFT shift spaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic recording systems often make use of binary codes that disallow the appearance of certain sequences that are problematic in the data recording or retrieval process. Recent disk drives have incorporated distance-enhancing constrained codes that forbid the appearance of certain patterns in a periodic manner. In this paper, we examine properties of such time-varying constraints, and establish their relationship to more familiar classes of constrained systems.
Specifically, we consider bi-infinite sequences of symbols drawn from a finite alphabet A, denoted x = . . .~-3 x -2 x -l x o x l x 2 . . . , where each xi E A. A finite block of symbols is referred to as a word.
Let F be a finite collection of words over A where each w j E F is associated with a non-negative integer index nj.
We write F = w p l ) , wp2), . . . , w;;J3') and associate with the indexed list F a period T, where T is a positive integer satisfying T 2 max{nI,n2,. . . , n l~l } + 1.
For a pair { F , T } and alphabet A, let the periodic-finitetype (PFT) sequence space X{F',T) be the set of bi-infinite sequences that can be shifted such that the shifted sequence does not contain a word wjn') E F starting at any index m with m mod T = nj.
{ 1 11. PROPERTIES OF PFT SEQUENCE SPACES
We first prove that every PFT sequence space is a sofic shift space, i.e., the allowable sequences are generated by paths in a labeled, directed graph.
We define a shift space X to be a PFT shift if there exists a pair { F , T } with I F 1 and T finite such that X = X{F,T). We How can one, in general, determine if a graph presents a PFT shift? We present three results that address this question. First, we prove that if X = XIF,~) is a proper PFT shift with irreducible presentation 6, then the period T and the period of 6 are not relatively prime. A consequence of this is that the even shift, consisting of sequences over A = {0,1} with runs of 0's constrained to be even in length, is not a P F T shift, although it is known to be almost-finite-type. Next, we
show that a shift X with irreducible presentation 6 is PFT if there exists an integer T 2 1 such that an irreducible component of GT is finite-type over AT. We also derive an indexed forbidden list from 6. Finally, we prove that, conversely, if X is PFT, then there exists a presentation 6 of X such that a component of GT presents a finite-type shift over AT.
We then show that an irreducible PFT shift space is, in fact, almost-finite-type. This implies that there exists a slidingblock decodable, finite-state encoder into an irreducible PFT shift at any rational rate less than or equal to its Shannon capacity.
MINIMAL FORBIDDEN LISTS
A shift space may be represented by various lists of forbidden words. It is useful to identify a list that is uniquely minimal in some precise sense. For general shift spaces, the list of first offenders is uniquely minimal with respect to inclusion. For finite-type shifts, this list is further uniquely minimal with respect to total word length. For an irreducible PFT shift X , we use the Shannon cover 6 to define the list of periodic first oflenders. We then prove its unique minimality with respect to inclusion and total word length among all indexed forbidden lists {.F,T} describing X with T equal to the period of 6.
IV. GRAPH CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
We also describe a method to construct a presentation of a specified PFT shift space X{F,T) with graph complexity that grows linearly with the number of forbidden words and the length of the longest forbidden word. The algorithm is a generalization of a procedure used by Sindhushayana to construct graphs presenting finite-type shift spaces. (An alternative graph construction method applicable to PFT shifts has been described by McEwen.) 
